
	

	

	
	 	  

What	is	the	message?	

ANNEX 2 

The Red Cross aid 

 

PART A 

Watch the video: https://youtu.be/M8xkYZNsKUY 

 

News "They refused Red Cross food because of ... the cross" 

A widely publicized video shows refugees at the Macedonian border with Greece 
protesting and refusing packages marked with the Red Cross logo, allegedly due to the 
symbol, similar to the Christian cross. 

 

  



	

	

	
	 	  

What	is	the	message?	

PART B 

Contextualization of the news – what really happened? 

The refusal of humanitarian aid was not for religious reasons, as was advanced by 
several anti-Islamic blogs. 

The hypothesis was denied by the author of the video. 

 Em declarações ao jornal online italiano  Predrag Petrovic, editor-chefe do site 
macedónio de notícias  que filmou a cena, esclarece que os migrantes recusaram a 
ajuda em protesto por não poderem entrar na Macedónia. 

 

Speaking to the Italian online newspaper Il Post, Predrag Petrovic, editor-in-chief of 
Macedonian news site a1on.mk, who filmed the scene, explains that the migrants 
refused the aid as a protest because they could not enter Macedonia. 

 

The refugees, Petrovic said, had arrived three days ago in the border area and when 
the video was filmed they were under heavy rain for two hours.  

When the Red Cross arrived to distribute water and food, they turned down that aid as 
a protest. 

The Macedonian police only authorized 200 to 300 refugees every two hours because 
that was the capacity of the train that would take them to the border with Serbia. 

 

This version was confirmed by the Communication Director of the Red Cross, Corinne 
Ambler. In an email to Il Post, she revealed that the migrants reacted "out of 
frustration". 

She added that the organization has been helping thousands of people in that area, 
distributing "3000 to 4000 packages" a week, which have been accepted "with gratitude 
without incident of people refusing them." 

 

	


